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Oxysterol-binding proteins (OSBPs) have been described in a wide range of eukaryotes, and
are often found to be part of a multi-gene family. We have used bioinformatics and data mining as a starting point for identifying new family members in humans based on the presence
of the OSBP signature EQVSHHPP. In addition to OSBP and the recently reported OSBP2,
we have found 10 other genes encoding oxysterol-binding domains. Here, we report cDNA
and deduced peptide sequences of the previously unknown OSBPs and compare the peptides
and genes. All of the genes encode a pleckstrin homology domain, except OSBPL2. However,
two of the peptides, OSBPL2 and OSBPL1A, consist of the OSBP domain only. A second
OSBPL1 transcript (OSBPL1B) contains 15 additional upstream exons, with a deduced peptide containing a pleckstrin homology domain. Cladistic analysis divides the human OSBP
genes into five groups, whose members share similarities in sequence and gene structure; RTPCR analysis indicates that expression patterns among group members vary widely.
Key Words: oxysterols, oxysterol-binding protein, multi-gene family,
bioinformatics

INTRODUCTION
Oxysterols are oxygenated derivatives of cholesterol that
occur as products of sterol oxidation or of the metabolic paths
followed by sterols, steroids, and bile acids. Physiological
functions for oxysterols are diverse. Through transcriptional
inhibition of the low-density lipoprotein receptor, cholesterol
synthase, and 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A
reductase, the oxysterols are part of the regulatory apparatus
for cholesterol homeostasis [1]. They are involved in apoptosis [2–4], calcium uptake [5], and cell differentiation [6], and
have been implicated in various pathophysiological states
such as atherosclerotic plaque formation [7,8]. The full range
of oxysterol actions is not known, and the nature of their protein intermediaries is only beginning to be understood.
Oxysterol-binding protein (OSBP; GenBank acc. no.
P22059), a cytosolic mammalian protein that binds oxysterols,
has been extensively characterized. It has been cloned and
sequenced in humans [9] and rabbits [10], and regions of the
protein have been identified that mediate ligand binding [11]
and interactions with Golgi membranes [12]. Mammalian
OSBPs seem to be members of a large family of OSBPs that
share salient sequence similarity in evolutionarily diverse
species, with representatives in yeast [13], nematodes [14],

insects [15], and plants [16]. The high degree of evolutionary
conservation has allowed the definition of a PROSITE signature sequence (Prosite ID OSBP: PS01013, E-[KQ]-x-S-H-[HR]P-P-x-[STACF]-A). The signature sequence is present in all
OSBP family members documented at present, and no false
positives have been recorded.
A second OSBP was recently characterized in humans
(OSBP2) that shares 63% overall peptide sequence identity
with OSBP [17]. OSBP and OSBP2 share almost identical gene
structures, indicating they are products of relatively recent
gene duplication on the evolutionary time scale. Despite this
high degree of similarity, OSBP and OSBP2 seem to have different binding affinities for oxysterols [17]. In contrast to the
highly similar OSBP and OSBP2 in humans, many species
express several very different proteins that nevertheless are
members of the OSBP family. For example, there are seven
OSBP family members encoded in the yeast genome
(Saccharomyces cerevisiae) [13]. The yeast genes, designated
OSH-1 through OSH-7 (oxysterol-binding protein homologue), can be classified into four separate subgroups based
on sequence similarity and shared protein features. Peptides
from two of the subgroups consist almost entirely of the OSBP
domain, which spans approximately 400 amino acids.
Peptides from the other two subgroups are nearly twice as
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FIG. 1. Peptide sequences of the
human OSBPs. Human OSBP family members are divided into
groups according to sequence similarity. Global alignments of each
group: gray, identical amino acid
residues; boxes with solid black
lines, oxysterol-binding domains as
defined by Pfam; boxes with dotted
lines, PH domains; white letters
with black background, OSBP signature motif. (A) (Opposite page)
Sub-group A2: OSBPL3, OSBPL7,
and OSBPL6. (B) (Opposite page)
Sub-group A3: OSBPL2 and
OSBPL1. (C) (Opposite page) Subgroup B1: OSBPL8 and OSBPL5.
(D) (Opposite page) Sub-group B2:
OSBPL9, OSBPL10, and OSBPL11.
Alignments of OSBP and OSBP2
(sub-group A1) have been published before [17].
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TABLE 1: Accession numbers and other database reference numbers
Gene
acc. no.

cDNA

Protein

OSBP

AF185696
NM_002556
M86917
J04757
XM_012050

M86917
NP_002547
P22059
A34581
AAG28373
AAG17011

AP000442
AF185697 to
AF185705

OSBP2

AF288741
AB051451
AF323731

BAB33334
AAG53406

AF288742
AC004542
AL022336
AL079299

OSBPL1A

AF392449
AK001079

BAA91496.1

OSBPL1B

AF392450

OSBPL2

AF392447
AB018315
BC004455
BC000296
XM_009562
AY028168
NM_014835
AK000230

OSBPL3

Other
designationsa

Unigene

Locus ID

Hs.24734

5007

ORP-4
KIAA1664

Hs.163427

23762

AC016027
AC016186
AP001177
AC023989

ORP-1

Hs.252716

CAC22306
AAH00296
AAH04455
AAK18044
BAA34492

AL354836
AL078633

ORP-2
KIAA0772
FLJ20223

Hs.15519

9885

AF392444
AB014604
AY008372
AF323727

BAA31679
AAG23400
AAG53408.1
AAB83939

AC003093
AC004016
AC004008

ORP-3
KIAA0704

Hs.197955

26031

OSBPL5

AF392453
AL136918
AB040967

BAA96058
CAB66852

AC016765

ORP-5
Kiaa1534
OBHP-1

Hs.112034

57656

OSBPL6

AF392448
AF323728

AAG53409
346291

AC011743

ORP-6

Hs. 318775

OSBPL7

AF392446
AK000267
AF323729
XM_008550

AAG53410
BAA91043
NP_060201

AC003665

ORP-7
FLJ20260

Hs.274370

54871

OSBPL8

AF392452
AL049923

BAA95975

AC017108

ORP-8
Kiaa1451

Hs.109694

57601

OSBPL9

AF392445
AK022554
XM_016101

BAB14096
NP_078862
XP_016101

AL050343
AL359372

FLJ12492

Hs.21938

79638

OSBPL10

AF392451
AK000370
BC003168
AF346291

BAA91118
AAH03168
NP_060254

AC020625

ORP-10
FLJ20363

Hs.321622

54907

OSBPL11

AF392454
AK023074
AK023226
XM_015926
AF346292

BAB14391
BAB14477
XP_015926
NP_073613
AAK31140

AF238377
AC016959
AL357146

ORP-11
FLJ13012
FLJ13164

Hs.61260

64791

GenBank accession numbers for sequences that correspond to cDNA, peptide, and genomic sequences of the 12 human OSBPs. The sequences listed have varying degrees of
completeness. Unigene and Locuslink reference numbers from the NCBI databases are included if available. Our own sequences are in bold.
a
Clone identifiers from sequencing projects or other surveys of OSBP family members as listed in GenBank.
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TABLE 2: Characteristics of the human OSBP family members
Name

Chromosomal
localization

Peptide
length

cDNA

PH
domain

Exon
number

3’-UTR

Estimated
molecular mass

OSBP1

11q12-q13

807

5083

+

14

2180

OSBP2

22q12

878/916

2791;
4238

+

14

OSBPL1A
OSBPL1B

18q11-12

438;
950

2930;
4158

-/+

13;
27

1130

50.4
108.5

OSBPL2

20qt3l

480

3970

-

15

2325

55.2

OSBPL3

7p15

887

6689

+

23

3640

101.2

OSBPL5

11p15.4

879

3798

+

22

1087

98.6

OSBPL6

2q32.1

934

3344

+

25

161

106.3

OSBPL7

17q21.2 / 17pterp13.1

842

3349

+

24

564

95.5

89.4
101.3

OSBP2, that share the defining
features of the oxysterol-binding domain. Here we describe
the cDNA and deduced amino
acid sequences, examine differences in protein features and
mRNA expression patterns,
and present gene structures and
chromosomal localization for
these previously unknown
genes.

RESULTS

Assembly of cDNA and
Deduced Peptide Sequences
OSBPL8
12p
889 (847)
7240
+
23
4089
101.2
We began to assemble and compile sequences related to human
OSBPL9
1p32.2-34.2
737
2911
+
22 (+)
689
83.2
OSBP by using its peptide
OSBPL10 3p22/3p25.3764
3933
+
?
1257
84.0
sequence as a query with
3p24.1
BLASTP
and
TBLASTN
OSBPL11 8
747
4208
+
13
1656
83.6
searches of peptide and translated nucleotide databases. The
large number of positive
matches necessitated a refinement in search techniques. First,
large and feature N-terminal pleckstrin homology (PH)
domains. Similar diversity in the structure of OSBPs is found we excluded sequences that had similarity to other regions of
in the genomes of Drosophila melanogaster, Caenorhabditis ele- the OSBP peptide but did not contain the OSBP domain. We
found an example of this in genomic DNA on chromosome 19
gans, and Arabidopsis thaliana (unpublished data). Our labo(GenBank acc. no. AC005795), in which TBLASTN defined
ratory has detected four OSBP genes in Drosophila: three have
PH domains and one encodes only the OSBP domain exons encoding a PH domain very similar to those of the human
(GenBank acc. nos. AAF47130, AAF58878, AAG22160, and OSBPs. However, construction of the remainder of the cDNA
CAA74289; unpublished data). C. elegans and A. thaliana have showed a deduced peptide lacking the OSBP domain, identi5 and 12 OSBP genes, respectively, and both species have fied as PLEKHA3, a member of a phosphoinositide bindingforms with and without PH domains. A. thaliana has two vari- specific pleckstrin homology domain-containing family.
Next, it became apparent that the search output derived
ants that have perfectly matching signature sequences
from a multiplicity of new family members. To sort the new
(unpublished data).
sequences by family member, we needed a means of rapidly
The existence of multiple OSBP family members with two
different structural designs in these species led to the specu- differentiating and classifying the sequences. We designed
peptide query statements for BLAST searches using the OSBP
lation that other OSBP family members might also be present
in the human genome. This idea is supported by the fact that signature motif and extending it to include the variable segcursory surveys of GenBank peptide and nucleotide data ment of 30 amino acids immediately downstream, thus limhave demonstrated the presence of previously unknown iting each search result to a gene or gene product containing
the OSBP domain. The additional segment allowed comparsequences within the human genome that are recognizably
similar yet obviously distinct from human OSBP and OSBP2 isons, making it possible to make distinctions among prod(unpublished data). Similar observations have been made ucts of different OSBP genes.
In all, we obtained 12 variants of the extended signature
before [18]. Expressed sequence tag (EST) evidence has been
demonstrated for other human OSBPs, which were called from the output, each representing a distinct gene that
OSBP-related proteins (ORPs) [19]. Two of these have been encodes an OSBP domain. We assembled the corresponding
cDNA by incorporating overlapping ESTs and cDNA
cloned and the peptides characterized in detail [20].
The current avalanche of genomic and expressed sequence sequences and complementing them with genomic sequences.
data provides a resource for discovering and assembling cDNA We extended the constructed cDNA with 5 and 3 rapid
for previously unknown homologues of known genes and pep- amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) procedures [21]. DNA
tides. Consequently, we have used this resource as a basis for sequencing of RT-PCR and RACE products confirmed and
completed the constructed sequences. The 12 genes give rise
examining the OSBP family in the human genome. We have
to 13 mRNAs, as there are two forms of OSBPL1.
found 10 genes, in addition to OSBP and the recently reported
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FIG. 2. Sequence comparison of the oxysterol-binding domains from the 12
human OSBPs. (A) Cladogram of amino acid sequences of the human OSBPs.
A neighbor-joining tree was produced from the sequence distance data of the
aligned oxysterol-binding domains. The branching pattern shows the relationships among the 12 peptides based on sequence similarities. The human
OSBPs separate into two clusters: group A and group B. Each group divides
further, forming a total of five distinct classes. Numbers represent results of
500 bootstrap replications. (B) Alignment of OSBP domains from the 12 human
family members. Identical amino acids are indicated by shading at positions
where seven or more match. The location of the aligned signature motif is
indicated by double lines above and below the alignment.

B

The cDNA sequences are deposited in the GenBank library
(Table 1, accession numbers). In Fig. 1, the deduced amino acid
sequences are shown in alignments in which each is shown
with its most similar family members. Characteristics of the
OSBP peptides are described in Table 2. The peptides range in
size from 438 to 950 amino acids, with predicted molecular
weights ranging from 50 to 108 kDa for the unmodified pep-

190

tides. The deduced peptide sequence of each human OSBP contains the signature sequence diagnostic of OSBPs (EQVSHHPP)
embedded within a highly conserved OSBP domain of approximately 400 amino acids. PH domains are found near the N terminus of each of the human OSBPs, except for OSBPL2 and the
short form of OSBPL1. Targets for phosphorylation (Prosite
PS0005), as well as regions resembling rhodopsin–G-protein-
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FIG. 3. Gene structures of previously unknown OSBPs. The OSBP genes are presented in the groupings defined in Fig. 2A. Boxes indicate exons. Gray shading
indicates that the exons at that position have identical sizes. Boxes shaded in black, also identical, encode the OSBP signature motif. Regions encoding the PH
and OSBP domains are indicated above diagrams. Structures are not drawn to scale.

coupled receptor sequences (GPCRRHODOPSN, from the
PRINTS database, available at http://www.motif.
genome.ad.jp/), are present in multiple copies in all the human
OSBP peptides. Other peptide sequence features are found only
in selected family members. OSBP and OSBP2 contain leucine
zipper motifs. The long form of OSBPL1 has three ankyrin
repeats amino-terminal to its PH domain at positions 47–76,
80–109, and 175–204. Typically, ankyrin repeats appear in a
cluster of four consecutive repeats.
Family Structure of Human OSBPs
Although the OSBP domains and PH domains are highly conserved, other portions of the human OSBP peptides are not
very similar. Consequently, sequence alignments were
restricted to a comparison of the oxysterol-binding domains.
The 12 domains found in the human family members, as

defined by Pfam, are presented in alignment in Fig. 2B.
Amino acids are shaded to indicate that at least 7 of the 12
residues in a given position are identical. Many blocks of
sequence are conserved among all 12 human OSBPs. Most
notable are the signature sequence (EQVSHHPP), bracketed
by double lines above and below, and a region in close proximity upstream (KPF/YNXLGETF/Y).
Sequence distances based on this alignment were used to
generate a phylogenetic tree with the neighbor-joining algorithm in MEGA2 [22]. The topology of the tree (Fig. 2A)
demonstrates the relationships among the human OSBPs and
serves to divide the family members into groups on the basis
of sequence similarity. Bootstrap values (Fig. 2A, branch lines)
serve as indicators of the reliability of each inferred grouping.
The domains from the 12 OSBP peptides fall neatly into two
clusters, both of which are further divided into sub-groups.
FIG. 4. Gene structure of OSBPL1. The origins of the two transcripts arising from OSBPL1 are shown. Open boxes, exons
unique to OSBPL1B; filled box, exon 1B, unique to OSBPL1A;
striped boxes, exons common to both. The shorter transcript
is made up of 13 exons, producing a peptide, like OSBPL2,
that consists essentially of a free-standing oxysterol-binding
domain. The first exon of this transcript is designated 1B;
translation begins in the next exon, exon 16. The longer transcript (OSBPL1B) contains 15 additional exons upstream,
skips exon 1B, then continues onward as for OSBPL1A. Open
arrows, exons that encode the PH and OSBP domain.
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structures and expression are discussed below. The remaining
subgroup, A3, consists of OSBPL2 and OSBPL1. At the peptide
level, they are 68% identical and 78% similar, overall. They also
share broader features in protein design, representing the only
two human OSBP genes that encode peptides lacking a PH
domain.
Subgroups A1 and A2 are grouped together with a bootstrap value of 53, which is considerably less robust than the
clustering that defines the subgroups. This is a reflection of
many examples of sequence similarities shared by subgroup
A3 with only one of the other two subgroups.
The remaining sequences (OSBPL5, OSBPL8, OSBPL9,
OSBPL10, and OSBPL11) are excluded from group A, defining group B by default. The group B members also segregate
into subgroups: OSBPL5 and OSBPL8 form subgroup B1, and
subgroup B2 contains OSBPL9 and the OSBPL10 and
OSBPL11 pair. Like the subgroups of group A, both of these
clusters are characterized by bootstrap values of 100.
With the exception of OSBPL9, each of the human OSBPs
has at least one highly similar partner, with an overall sequence
identity in the range of 33.2–70.7% (OSBPL9 and OSBPL11, and
OSBPL2 and OSBPL1A, respectively). These partners form the
basis for the five distinct classes delineated by the cladogram.
Thus, the human OSBPs seem to belong to five distinct
classes based on sequence similarities, or shared derived
amino acid substitutions, within the oxysterol-binding
domains. Trees drawn from alignments of the PH domains,
also highly conserved, segregated the OSBPs according to the
same pattern (data not shown). Trees drawn with the
unweighted pair group method using arithmetic averages
and maximum parsimony methods gave similar results. We
arrived at essentially the same topologies, with minor differences in bootstrap values. The extensive homology evident in
the global alignments of individual groups in Fig. 1 further
supports this classification scheme.
FIG. 5. Survey of OSBP expression. For RT-PCR we used solid-phase cDNA
generated from different human tissues (above gel image). Primer pairs are
specific for each OSBP, both forms of OSBPL1, and a GAPDH control. All
amplifications proceeded for 20 cycles, except for OSBPL5 analysis, which
used 30 cycles. The amplified products were separated by electrophoresis
through 10% polyacrylamide gels, stained with SYBR Green, and scanned in
a Storm phosphorimager.

The top cluster in the cladogram, called group A, has a bootstrap value of 100, indicating that the members of this group
remain together under the most stringent statistical test.
Within group A are three subgroups (two pairs and one set
of three) and each subgroup is also supported by a bootstrap
value of 100. Subgroup A1 consists of OSBP and OSBP2. OSBP
and OSBP2 are highly similar in protein design, sequence, and
gene structure, as described [17]. In the context of the other
OSBP peptide sequences, this similarity is reflected in the highly
significant score for clustering seen here. OSBPL3, OSBPL7, and
OSBPL6 make up subgroup A2. The peptide sequences of their
oxysterol-binding domains range in similarity from 68% to 74%,
and are 64–68% identical. Common characteristics of their gene
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Gene Structure
We determined the gene structure for each new OSBP by
comparing cDNA sequences with genomic sequences, available from GenBank/National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) as completed bacterial or P1-derived artificial chromosome clones or from high-throughput genome
sequences, which are preliminary reports of unordered, noncontiguous sequence (Table 1, accession numbers for genomic
sequences). Structures have not been completed for OSBPL9,
OSBPL10, and OSBPL11 because the finished genomic
sequences are not yet available.
The genes encoding OSBP and OSBP2 each have 14 exons,
whose sizes and boundaries are nearly identical [17]. The
genes in groups A2, A3, and B1 range from 22 to 27 exons in
size. Similarity in gene structures is also evident for these
newly defined groups (Fig. 3). The gene components are not
drawn to scale in Fig. 3, but instead are designed to show the
correspondence in exon sizes. Exon sizes, for the most part,
are well conserved in the regions encoding the PH and oxysterol-binding domains, in contrast to the peripheral areas. The
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genes encoding OSBPL3, OSBPL6, and OSBPL7 also have
exons of identical size between the domains. OSBPL9 has at
least 22 exons defined from the current data; we have identified 9 and 13 exons, respectively, for OSBPL10 and OSBPL11.
Many of the nonidentical exons are nevertheless very similar. The PH domain regions of group B1 are flanked on each
side by exons that differ by a single codon. In another example, the fifteenth exon of OSBPL3 and OSBPL7, along with the
seventeenth exon of OSBPL6, are within one codon of each
other, with sizes of 251, 248, and 254 bp, respectively. The
similarity of gene structure as well as sequence similarity
among the members of each class is consistent with a common evolutionary origin.
Two Initiation Sites for OSBPL1
The gene encoding OSBPL1 has a complicated means of
expression, producing two very different transcripts.
OSBPL1A is made up of 13 exons. It encodes a protein of 438
amino acids and, like OSBPL2, contains only an OSBP
domain. An alternative transcript, OSBPL1B, is produced
from an upstream starting point. It includes 15 additional
exons at the 5 end, skipping the initial exon (1B) of OSBPL1A,
and gives rise to a 950-amino-acid peptide containing both the
OSBP domain and a PH domain. The relationship between
the two transcripts is shown in Fig. 4. Presumptive promoters are upstream of exons 1A and 1B.
Expression Survey
For RT-PCR, we used single-stranded cDNA, synthesized on
magnetic beads, from 15 different human tissues, including
ARPE-19 cells, a cultured human retinal epithelium (RPE) cell
line. We used primer pairs specific for each OSBP and glyceraldehyde phosphodehydrogenase (GAPDH). The amplifications proceeded for 20 cycles, remaining within the exponential range under these conditions. The results (Fig. 5) were
intended to provide a broad comparison of the tissue distribution of the various OSBP transcripts. However, because of
the great variability in human postmortem tissues, we were
not able to quantify their expression accurately. GAPDH, our
positive control, was readily amplified from each tissue.
Several of the OSBP genes are widely expressed. OSBP1
and OSBPL1B, OSBPL2, OSBPL6, OSBPL8, OSBPL9, and
OSBPL11 were present in all tissues, but OSBPL11 was only
barely detectable in ARPE-19 cells. OSBPL3 may also fit this
category, but the overall level of expression seems to be much
lower. The remaining OSBPs are far more restricted in distribution. The RT-PCR profiles of OSBP and OSBP2 corroborate previous northern blot analysis evidence [17], showing
that unlike OSBP, OSBP2 is found mainly in retina, RPE,
pineal, and testis tissue. In these conditions, OSBPL7 was
found in pineal tissue, with faint bands present in retina and
RPE/choroid tissue. OSBPL1A, in contrast to the longer product of the same gene, was limited to brain, retina, and
RPE/choroid tissue, and the ARPE-19 cells. The contrasting
expression patterns of OSBPL1A and OSBPL1B indicate that
the upstream and downstream promoters are under very

FIG. 6. Cladogram of OSBPs from multicellular animals. A neighbor-joining
tree was drawn from the amino acid sequences of the oxysterol-binding
domains from human, fruit fly, and nematode OSBPs. Non-human peptides
are designated by species name combined with length of the entire peptide.
Corresponding accession numbers are: fly-784, CAA74289; fly-455, AAF47130;
fly 762, AAG22160; fly-764, AAF58878; worm-766, CAB57894; worm-471,
CAB02934; worm 751, CAA94223; and worm 676, AAC24270.

different regulatory control. OSBPL5 bands could not be
found with the conditions used for RT-PCR of the other
OSBPs; however, increasing the number of PCR cycles from
20 to 30 yielded products in RPE/choroid and pineal tissues
and ARPE-19 cultured cells.
It is salient that for each subgroup of highly similar peptides,
the expression patterns are highly divergent. The sequence pairs
of groups A1 and B1 each have a widely expressed member
coupled with a more selectively expressed counterpart.
Members of group A2 are similar in that they cannot be detected
by northern blot analysis (data not shown); OSBPL7 differs in
its “preferred” expression in retinal and pineal tissue. Each subgroup may therefore represent gene duplication products that
assumed specialized patterns of expression.

DISCUSSION
OSBPs are known to be part of multi-gene families in many
eukaryotes. Evidence from sequence databases indicates that
this is also true for mammals. EST and cDNA fragments that
encode peptides similar but not identical to OSBP have been
noted in various contexts [18,19]. The gene and gene products
of a second human oxysterol-binding protein, OSBP2, has been
described; its expression had been found earlier as a marker of
metastasis in lung tissue [17]. Two additional genes containing
oxysterol-binding domains, called ORP-1 and ORP-2, have been
reported [20].
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We endeavored to document the remainder of the human
OSBPs to provide a more complete basis for experimental
designs and a better foundation for understanding functional
aspects of the OSBP family of proteins. The nomenclature used
here reflects the Pfam definition of the oxysterol-binding
domain (PF01237), which is based on sequence similarity and
the presence of a stringently conserved signature motif.
Examples of proteins containing the OSBP domain are drawn
from sequence databases, and notably include entries lacking
proven function.
Mining the sequence databases has served as a starting
point for assembling other human homologues of OSBPs.
Combining bioinformatics with confirmatory cloning and
sequencing, we found a total of 12 genes that belong to this
family of proteins. With one exception, the genes encode peptides of the same design, combining two well-characterized
protein domains. OSBPL2 alone consists only of an oxysterolbinding domain, whereas each of the other genes also encodes
an N-terminal PH domain. The gene for OSBPL1 generates
two transcripts, one of which produces a peptide lacking a PH
domain and is therefore similar to OSBPL2. A second,
upstream promoter produces a longer transcript that includes
sequences for the PH domain.
In addition to the use of alternative promoters, the human
OSBP genes show many examples of alternative splicing. A
variant OSBPL2 transcript omits exon 3, which has no counterpart in the structurally similar gene OSBPL1. This variant maintains the same reading frame, and has no effect on the oxysterolbinding domain, differing only by the lack of 12 amino acids
N-terminal to the OSBP domain. Similarly, in-frame exon skipping is found for exon 4 of OSBPL3. OSBP2 has a variant lacking exon 12, which alters the amino acid sequence at the carboxy
terminus of the peptide, but does not substantially change the
oxysterol-binding domain. Several alternatively spliced transcripts of the subgroup A2 (OSBPL3, OSBPL6, and OSBPL7),
however, seem to produce salient consequences. These variants
are now being investigated in our laboratory.
The existence of two OSBP designs whereby some peptides
lack the PH domain is also noted in yeast (S. cerevisiae)
[13,23–25], nematode (C. elegans), and fruit fly (D. melanogaster;
unpublished data). More extensive similarities in family structure are demonstrated by the cladogram in Fig. 6, based on an
alignment of OSBP domains from human, nematode, and fruit
fly. The division into group A and group B sequences is conserved in the other animal species. The nematode and fruit fly
OSBPs are segregated from same-species family members; most
are placed within the disparate clades of the human tree. For
example, each fruit fly OSBP is more similar in sequence to specific groups of the human peptides than to other fruit fly OSBP
peptides. The short form of fruit fly OSBP is most similar in
sequence to OSBPL2 and OSBPL1, which also lack PH domains.
The conservation of family structure is consistent with the idea
that a divergent family of specialized OSBP genes was present
at very early stages of evolutionary history.
Oxysterols have a variety of biochemical and physiological functions. These include regulation of cholesterol synthe-
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sis [26–28], modulation of vesicular movement [24], induction
of differentiation [6], and involvement with cell cycle regulation and apoptosis [29]. Presumably, these functions are
mediated by proteins that bind oxysterols. In addition to the
OSBP family of proteins, there are sterol regulatory elementbinding proteins (SREBP) [30] and liver X receptor (LXR)
a-receptors [31–34], which have also been shown to bind oxysterols. The SREBPs are basic helix–loop–helix transcription
factors, and the LXR receptors belong to the class of heterodimeric nuclear receptors. As noted before [13], the OSBP
domain has no obvious sequence homology to either the
SREBPs or the LXR families. Both of these families have been
implicated in transcriptional regulation of sterol biosynthetic
pathways [30,35], leaving the OSBP family of proteins as obvious candidates for the other biological functions of oxysterols.
A function for the OSBP family of proteins different from
the control of sterol metabolic pathways is further indicated
by the fact that the fruit fly does not use the mevalonate pathway, relying instead on dietary sources for the sterol structure [15]. Nevertheless, the fruit fly has four distinct OSBP
genes (unpublished data). Studies of the yeast OSBP family
members, using complementation assays, showed two family members to be associated with cell cycle control by their
involvement with the actions of the Wee1 protein [13]. The
high degree of conservation among the phylogenetically disparate OSBPs indicates that the human OSBPs may have functions similar to their counterparts in other species.
The compilation of data here describing the human OSBP
family enables us to characterize and compare functional
details of the individual proteins. Experiments are now
underway in our laboratory to examine subcellular targeting by the different PH domains. Another important project
now possible is to express the proteins and study the ligand
binding properties of each. OSBP and OSBP2 have different
preferences for oxysterols [17]. OSBP2 binds 7-ketocholesterol but not 25-hydroxycholesterol. Binding characteristics
of ORP-1 and ORP-2, which correspond to OSBPL1A and
OSBPL2, respectively, have been studied [20]. Like OSBP2,
these peptides do not bind 25-hydroxycholesterol, but
instead bind phospholipids. Elucidation of the targeting,
binding specificities, and expression should lead to further
understanding of the biological functions of oxysterols and
their binding proteins.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Search paradigms. We initially searched GenBank at NCBI for OSBP homologues with human OSBP as a peptide query sequence, using BLASTP [36] for
the non-redundant protein database and using TBLASTN to search ESTs, nonredundant nucleotide sequences, and high-throughput genomic databases.
Default parameters were used.
To simplify subsequent searches, we sought to generate a preliminary classification and organization of the output by clustering “hits” produced by the
same gene or peptide. Therefore, we restricted the query sequence(s) to the
OSBP signature (EGVSHHPP) plus approximately 20 amino acids immediately
following. This ensured that each BLAST hit represented a protein containing
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the sequence diagnostic for OSBPs, and also allowed a rapid means to distinguish among the various proteins as they were being discovered.
Construction of cDNA for mined family members. The nucleotide sequence for
each new OSBP family member was extended by searching for overlapping EST
and non-redundant cDNA sequences and assembling a contig using the
SeqMan program from Lasergene (DNAstar, Inc., Madison, WI). Further extensions of the 5 and 3 ends were achieved by RACE, and the consensus
sequences were verified by DNA sequencing of RT-PCR products. For the 5RACE procedure we used human retina cDNA synthesized on magnetic
Dynabeads (Dynal Inc., Oslo, Norway) as described [21]. We used the same
solid-phase cDNA for 3-RACE with an oligo-dT anchor primer, and for standard RT-PCR reactions with pairs of specific primers.
RT-PCR, cloning, and sequencing. For PCR we used the solid-phase cDNA
templates and AmpliTaq (Perkin-Elmer Cetus Applied Biosystems, Foster City,
CA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Primers were used at final
concentrations of 0.8 M. The PCR profile consisted of an initial 2 min at 94C,
followed by 30 cycles of 10 s at 94C, 30 s at 60C, and 1 min at 72C, with a
final incubation of 10 min at 72C. Amplified products were either sequenced
directly or were cloned using the TOPO-TA cloning kits (Invitrogen, San Diego,
CA). DNA was sequenced using an ABI Prism 377 automated DNA sequencer
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) or a Beckman CEQ-2000 capillary fluorescent sequencer (Beckman Instruments, Fullerton, CA). Sequencing reactions
were done according to the manufacturer’s specifications.
Analysis of expression. RT-PCR was done as described above on samples from
various tissues, using primer pairs specific for each OSBP cDNA and for
GAPDH as a control. We used equal amounts of cDNA saturated solid-phase
template representing the following tissues: retina, RPE/choroid, brain, pineal,
skeletal muscle, heart, liver, kidney, lung, stomach, small intestine, testis, placenta, fetal brain, and ARPE-19 cultured human retinal pigment epithelial cells
[37]. All amplifications proceeded for 20 cycles, except for those for OSBPL5,
which used 30 cycles. The amplified products were separated by electrophoresis through 10% polyacrylamide TBE gels (InVitrogen, Carlsbad, CA)
and were visualized on a STORM 860 imager (Molecular Dynamics, Inc.,
Sunnyvale, CA) after being stained with SYBR Green (Molecular Probes,
Eugene, OR).
Sequence analysis. Gene structure was determined by using cDNA sequences
to query genomic sequences in the database using BLASTN. The splitting of
the cDNA sequence to matching regions of the genomic sequence defined exon
and intron structures and further served to confirm the cDNA sequence itself.
We searched for protein sequence motifs at http://www.motif.genome.ad.jp/
and used the Pfam and prosite entries to define the OSBP signature sequence,
OSBP domains, and the PH domains within the OSBP peptides. Nucleotide and
peptide sequence alignments were produced with the MegAlign program of
the Lasergene software suite (DNAstar, Inc., Madison, WI), using default
parameters.
Cladistic analysis. Cladograms of the OSBP peptide sequences were produced
by the MEGA2 program [22] using the neighbor-joining algorithm. We calculated distances from simple sequence differences; gaps were handled by pairwise exclusion. Phylogeny was tested with 500 bootstrap replications.
Chromosomal localization. Chromosome location was determined, where
possible, through the use of the NCBI’s Unigene clusters by querying the database with EST file names for each OSBP. For those not available through
Unigene, assignment was made using the Standford G3 panel purchased from
Research Genetics (Huntsville, AL).
Oligonucleotide primers. Primers were synthesized by GeneProbe Technology
(Gaithersburg, MD). Primers and product sizes for the RT-PCR expression
study are as follows (F, forward; R, reverse): OSBP (518 bp): F, 5-TCACAAGACAGGAGACAAGTG-3, and R, 5-TCCGCTCAAACCACAGTGCCTTAT3; OSBP2 (379 bp): F, 5-GAAATGGCCCACACGTGCCGTGG-3, and R, 5CAGATGGGATCTTGAGGCCGTCCAGC-3; OSBPL3 (609 bp): F, 5-AGATGCCAAGATGAACACAATG-3, and R, 5-AAAGGGACAGAAGGAGAAAAGAAG-3; OSBPL9 (562 bp): F, 5-CAGAACGAGTATGANTCCCGCAGCCTTTGG-3, and R, 5-CTTAACAGCAGTACTAGAGCGCAGAGT3; OSBPL7 (206 bp): F, 5-GCCGCTCAACACTCTGCAGCGGCT-3, and R, 5GGTCAGGCCGCTCACACTCGTAGGT-3; OSBPL2 (314 bp): F, 5-GAGTGGCAGACGAGGTGGTTCTAC-3, and R, 5-AAGAGACGGCACAGCA-
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GAGTGAA-3; OSBPL6 (174 bp): F, 5-CAGAGATCTCGGAGACGATATATGGAAG-3, and R, 5-CAGTCTACCAAAGAACAGGGCTGTCTACT-3; OSBPL1A (216 bp): F, 5-CTGGCGGGCAACGCCTCTGCCCGACC3, and R, 5-TCCACCCTGCGCTCCTCGCAAGCTC-3; OSBPL1B (527 bp): F,
5-TTCTGGGTAGTGTTAGAGCATGGAG-3, and R, 5-CTCACCCCTTCTTGTTTGGTGAAGAG-3; OSBPL10 (637 bp) F: 5-GTGGAAGGGCAGCAGAAGGACCTTG-3, and R: 5(-CGAAGCAAATGACTCTCTCCTCTGG-3; OSBPL8 (598 bp): F, 5-GGCTTACTACGTGCTAACAATCTCC-3, and R, 5-CAACGGAAAGTCTCGCCAAGTATAGG-3;
OSBPL5 (667 bp): F, 5-GCCAGGGTCACCAAGAAGGAGACT-3, and R, 5CTGACTCCTCAGGGTTCTCTCTC-3; OSBPL11 (371 bp): F, 5-AGAGTGAGACCTCTGGAGAAGCAGG-3,
and
R,
5-TCAGTCTGCGCAATCAGGAAGCAG-3; GAPDH (608 p): F, 5-CCACCCATGGCAAATTCCATGG-3, and R, 5-TCTAGACGGCAGGTCAGGTCCA-3.
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